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To break records and re-write rally history,  
ANTOINE L'ESTAGE chooses ANTRO 

 
 
 
February 27,  2014 | Montréal 
 
 
Rally driver Antoine L’Estage is a six-time Canadian champion (CRC) and the 2010 Rally America 
champion. His name is already among the legends in this sport.   
 
With the same passion, determination and discipline that he is known to have, Antoine is on his way to break 
records and make history in this sport.  If he wins the Canadian championship for a seventh time, the future 
record to break will be his own. 
 
As he rises to the challenge, this will be a remarkable season and will offer rally something to talk about, 
giving the sport’s partners an exceptional vantage point.  
 
In order to help him achieve his goals and bring a unique experience to his partner sponsors, Antoine 
L’Estage has chosen the ANTRO agency.  The agency will be entrusted with the roles of brand manager, 
designer, and promotional event producer as well as official sponsor agent for the different opportunities. 
 
In order to offer unique opportunities, both original and effective at highlighting brands, involved and 
interested partners will now to business through ANTRO. 
  
« With the creation of promotional experiences never seen in this sport as well as the creation of exclusive 
content, we aspire to make Antoine and his partners shine, as well as the rally markets in Canada and the 
United States.  However, we need to double our efforts in order to find and solidify agreements with partners 
for coverage of the US rallies, because without, Antoine will be forced to retire from its series.» mentions 
Eric Boucher, President and Co-Creative Director. 
 
Details are still secret and are reserved solely for discussion amongst partners, Antoine and ANTRO. 
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